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Aril 27, 2019

VIA EMAIL AND U.S. MAIL

Ohio Department of Job & family Services
Office of Workforce Development
Rapid Response unit
Worker Adjustment Retraining Notification (WARN) Act
P.O. Box 161$
Columbus, Ohio 43216-1618
rapdrespjfs.ohio.gov

Re: Notice of facility Closing.

To the Rapid Response Unit:

Please be advised that falcon Transport Co. expects to close its operations at 365
Victoria Rd, Youngstown, OH 44515 as a result of a lack of sufficient funds in the context of
unforeseeable business circumstances and the failure of a capital search. falcon currently has
ceased operating as a going concern and is solely engaged in attempting to liquidate its assets.
Approximately fifty-two (52) employees are expected to have their positions eliminated when
the facility closes and arc expected to experience an employment loss. We are sending this
notice pursuant to the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (“WARN”). The
closing and separations are expected to occur on or after April 27, 2019. The elimination of
these positions wilt be permanent, and there are no applicable bumping rights. A list of the
job titles of positions affected and the number of employees affected in each job title is
attached hereto as Exhibit “A.” We have not been able to give sixty (60) days of notice
because of (a) the unforeseen business circumstances relating to material impairment of
operations and the inability to realize on outstanding receivables, including, without
limitation, issues associated with falcon’s largest customer closing several operations, new
work awarded by customers not materializing, and the effects of a ransomware attack on the
Company’s AR system, lending sources and vendors suddenly deciding not to advance funds
and to demand payment, and other funding issues, and (b) the failure of falcon’s attempts to
raise additional capital, which attempts would have been impaired by the sending of notices,
including, without limitation, unsuccessful attempts to negotiate for additional capital,
unsuccessful attempts to negotiate additional funding and other accommodations from
lenders, unsuccessful attempts to sell excess equipment, unsuccessful attempts to negotiate
release of escrow funds from prior owners, unsuccessful attempts to negotiate a settlement
payment from its largest customer, and other capital raising attempts. Sending notices earlier
would have jeopardized our effort to obtain further funding.



Jamael Tito Brown, Mayor of Youngstown, OH has been notified of the expected
closing. All employees who can reasonably be expected to experience an employment loss
also have been notified of the expected sale or closing and their expected loss of employmcnt.

If I can be of any further assistance or provide any further information, please do not
hesitate to contact me at (330) 793-1345.

Sincerely,

F con Transport Co.



EXHIBIT A

Job titles of positions eliminated and the number of falcon Transport Co. employees affected in
each job title in connection with the closing of the operations at 365 Victoria Rd, Youngstown,
OH 44515, are as follows:

Job Title - — - - - -- Number of Ernploees Affected
Driver 52
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